VEHICULAR ENTRY FROM MEARES STREET
MUDGEE HOSPITAL RE-DEVELOPMENT - STATE SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION (REV A)

ELEVATIONS

SCALE: 1:100

478.300   GROUND LEVEL
482.500   ROOF LEVEL

NORTH ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION

FINISHES LEGEND
AL1  ALUMINIUM FLASHING
BR1  BRICK 1
BR2  BRICK 2
BR3  CORE FILLED BLOCK WALL
BR4  PAINTED CORE FILLED BLOCK WALL
CL1  FIBRE CEMENT SHEET CLADDING
CL2  TIMBER LOCK FEATURE FINISH
DP  METAL DOORPIPE
GL1  ALUMINIUM FRAME 2X GLAZING
GL2  GLASS PAINTED
GL3  FRAMELESS 4X GLAZING
BK1  CORE FILLED ALUMINIUM GUTTER
GL4  UNIT GLASS CLEAR
GL5  UNIT GLASS TRANSLUCENT
LV  ALUMINIUM LOUVER
MF  METAL FRAME
FT  METAL POOF
DS  FALLER CHUTE
SN  SIGNAGE
SOUTH ELEVATION

WEST ELEVATION

FINISHES LEGEND

AL1  ALUMINIUM FLASHING
BK1  BRICK 1
BK2  BRICK 2
BK3  CORE FILLED BLOCK WALL
BK4  CORE FILLED BRICK WALL
CL1  FIBRE CEMENT SHEET CLADDING
CL2  TIMBER LOOK FEATURE FINISH
GL1 GLASS TRANSLUCENT
GL2 GLASS BALUSTRADE
GL3  FRAMELESS GLAZING
LV  ALUMINIUM LOUVRE
MF1  METAL FRAME
RF1  METAL ROOF
SN1  SIGNAGE
SF1  SIGNS

SCALE: 1:100 @ A0
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SOUTH ELEVATION

WEST ELEVATION